
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a client architect. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for client architect

Mentor teammates and drive an environment of technical excellence
Responsible for the specification of systems architecture and identification of
components
Responsible for ensuring the architectural design of a system solution that
supports the architecture strategy, positions for future functional
requirements, standards and roadmaps, meets the short-term business
functional requirements, and fits with the current architecture
Defines the platform supporting the initial delivery and charting a clear
course for extending that initial solution to meet evolving business needs
over time
Works with the lines of business, support staff, and technology areas, to
design and document a technical structure based on the existing standards
and processes, that meets the strategic needs of the business and integrates
with other business and IT processes
Works with implementation teams and business analysts to design high-level
solution architectures
Helps the core product team identify and prioritize new application features
Works with our sales team to help make technical and architectural
recommendations for RFPs
Improves processes and practices related to solution development and
delivery
Supports the effort to provide integrated systems analysis and may
recommend to more senior role holders, appropriate hardware, software, and
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Qualifications for client architect

Strong Technical leadership of Personal Productivity, Unified
Communication/Collaboration teams and vendors
Extensive experience collaborating with Infrastructure Solution Engineers and
Enterprise Architects to identify, design, and implement highly complex, end-
to-end solutions
Experience with architecting world wide enterprise scale solutions
Working knowledge to expert-level knowledge in end user computing
technologies and setting future direction
15+ years of client management and baseline engineering experience while
meeting expertise requirements
Experience focusing on large Windows deployments


